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Abstract—Indoor optical positioning systems have increased in
popularity in recent years because they can provide centimeter
accuracy in three dimensions (3D) utilizing light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) and photoreceptors. This work presents the design of a
positioning system, which is based on a set of four photoreceptors
functioning as beacons at known places for a single LED to be
positioned. However, it might be extended to additional emitters
with some medium access control. The associated processing is
explained, as well as the basic assumptions to be addressed
when approaching its hardware implementation, such as the
preliminary partitioning of tasks between hardware and soft-
ware, and the fixed-point representation of the processing to be
implemented in hardware. The system has been validated by
simulation in a 2 × 2 × 3.4 m3 volume, yielding mean absolute
errors around 0.004 m for the X and Y axes, and around 0.01 m
for the Z-axis, as well as lower standard deviations than 0.004
m for the X and Y axes and 0.01 m for the Z-axis.

Index Terms—Indoor optical positioning system, photorecep-
tors, fixed-point representation, FPGA.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
have been developed and widely used. However, in terms
of indoor positioning, these systems have found significant
limitations, such as low resolution and limited coverage.
Other positioning solutions have emerged to replace GNSS
in indoor contexts to solve these issues. Local positioning
systems (LPS) give location information in the coverage
area within a direct line-of-sight (LOS) between multiple
transmitters and a receiver or between a transmitter and
numerous receivers. According to the type of signal used,
LPSs may be classified into: radio-frequency, magnetic,
mechanical, acoustic, optical, etc. [1].

Due to their low cost, ease of integration into the work
environment [2], and absence of health risk [3], LPS based
on optical signals, visible light or infrared (IR), have begun
to gain popularity. Both outdoor and indoor positioning is
possible with these devices. Because of the significant impact
that ambient light has on this sort of systems, most efforts
are on indoor placements [4]. Although the transmitter in
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PoM, ref. PID2019-105470RA-C33) and to the Community of Madrid (project
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indoor environments is commonly a light or an array of
LEDs (Light Emitting Diode), we may distinguish between
positioning systems based on image sensors and all those
based on photoreceptors at the receiver. Cameras, such as
those found in a typical mobile phone [5], or CMOS cameras
[3] [6], are used in image sensor-based positioning systems.
They do, however, need image processing methods, which
slow down and complicate position calculation [7].

Photodiodes [8] [9], or an array of photodiodes [10]
[11], are used in photoreceptor-based positioning systems;
those generate a current used to estimate the receiver’s
position by using the appropriate positioning algorithm
whether stimulated by light. These most notably include
Quadrant Photodiode Angular Diversity Aperture (QADA)
[10]. Multilateration, fingerprinting, or triangulation are
the most popular positioning techniques in these instances,
using time-of-flight measures (TOA, Times-of-Arrival;
TDOA, Time-Difference-of-Arrival) [11], signal attenuation
measurements (RSS, Received Signal Strength) [12] [13],
or angle-of-arrival measurements (AOA, Angle-of-Arrival)
[14]. Other strategies are also involved, such as proximity
[15]. The main disadvantages of calculating time-of-flight
measurements are the required synchronization and the speed
of light, which allows 1 ns time estimate inaccuracies to
result in a 30 cm position inaccuracy [16].

System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures based on FPGA
(Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) devices, which allow
the integration of hardware designs with general-purpose
processors [17], are one of the choices for real-time
implementation of processing and control algorithms and
methods related to these LPSs. They enable high-speed signal
processing, while including the processor’s adaptability for
communications or addressing specialized tasks that are not
suitable for hardware implementation.

This work proposes and tests an indoor optical positioning
system, based on using a LED as transmitter and QADA-
type photoreceptor arrays as receivers. Triangulation is applied
to estimate the transmitter’s position, by using the angle-
of-arrival (AOA) measurements between the transmitter and
receivers. For that purpose, the positioning system architecture
is analyzed, by evaluating various system parameters and their
effects on the final performance; furthermore, a study of the0000–0000/00$00.00 © 2022 IEEE
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fixed-point representation is carried out, which will then be
implemented in the configurable logic of a SoC architecture.
In this way the main contributions of this work is the design
and simulation of the entire positioning system, considering
the fixed-point representation at the receiver’s processing,
and setting the guidelines for a future implementation in a
SoC architecture. The rest of the manuscript is organized
as follows: Section II describes the IR detector used and
its associated signal processing; Section III details the fixed-
point representation of the tasks to be implemented in the
programmable logic; Section IV shows some preliminary
simulated results; and finally, conclusions are discussed in
Section V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE POSITIONING SYSTEM

Four circular QADA photoreceptors with a radius r = 3.9
mm are the IR signal receivers. These photoreceptors are
covered with a square aperture of side l = 2.75 mm at a height
of hap = 2.6 mm. This setting guarantees that the light beam
always falls within the sensor’s sensitive region, preventing
border issues (i.e., non linearity in the calculations [18]).
Although their axes are not aligned, the four receivers create
a rhomboidal structure with a spacing of 5 cm between their
centers, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter is a LED device
that emits a BPSK-modulated signal, coded with a 1151-bit
LS code, with a 127-bit interference-free window (IFW),
derived from 512-bit Golay pairs [19]. These sequences are
involved due to their suitable characteristics that guarantee a
significant reduction of multiple access interference (MAI)
[20]. This LS sequence is modulated with a square carrier of
frequency 25kHz (to eliminate the effect of flickering with
its consequent negative effects on health [21], a much higher
carrier frequency than 200 Hz has been fixed), and one carrier
period per bit. At reception, the incoming signal is acquired
at a sampling rate of 250 kS/s, i.e., with an oversampling of 10.

Figure 2 shows the proposed design for the IR receiver,
which consists of four processing units. The first block de-
modulates and correlates the input signals. The second block
detects the maximum values of the correlation signals; the
third stages estimates the central impact points of the light
beams on the QADA receiver, based on the correlation max-
ima; and the fourth block calculates the IR emitter’s position.
The details of each part in the architecture are presented below.

A. Demodulation and Correlation

Each QADA photoreceptor is formed by four quadrant
photodiodes, which, when an infrared beam impacts on
them, generate an electrical current proportional to the
illuminated area. Passing through a conditioning stage,
these currents are converted into three signals per QADA:
rsum[n] is the total sum of the four quadrants in the QADA;
rbt[n] is the difference between the bottom and upper
quadrants; and rlr[n] is the difference between the left and
right quadrants. The block is divided into two stages, as
shown in Fig. 3, one for the demodulation of the input signal
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Fig. 1. Geometric distribution of the proposed system, deployed in the
environment simulated for the later validation.
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Fig. 2. General block diagram of the processing proposed for the IR detector.

r[n] and the other for an efficient correlator, according to [19].

Since the signal processing at the receiver is repeated for
the three input signals, rsum[n], rbt[n] and rlr[n], for clarity’s
sake, hereinafter the signal r[n] represents indistinctly any
of these three signals. The proposed demodulation has been
simplified (1) due to the modulation symbol’s features. Since
this is a square signal with values +1 and −1, the solution
is reduced to a difference equation in (2), which discards the
multiplications and reduces the demodulation to a sum of the
input sample r[n], the input sample delayed β/2, r[n− β/2],
the input sample delayed β, r[n−β], where the oversampling
ratio β = fs/fc. This architecture is depicted in Fig. 4. It
also requires a buffer with the last β samples. Using this
architecture, the three input signals, rsum[n], rbt[n] and rlr[n],
are demodulated.

d[n] =

(β/2)−1∑
k=0

r[n− k]−
β−1∑

k=β/2

r[n− k] (1)

d[n] = r[n] + 2 · r
[
n− β

2

]
− r[n− β] + d[n− 1] (2)

As depicted in Fig. 6, an efficient correlation scheme is
applied here. It firstly consists in correlating the demodulated
sequence d[n] with the Golay pairs, S0 and S1, which
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Fig. 4. Block diagram for the proposed simplified demodulator.

compose the LS code, by means of a correlator for sets of
complementary sequences (CSS), generalized for Golay pairs
(2-CSS) [22] [23]. Figure 5 describes this method, also known
as 2-ESSC (Efficient Set of Sequences Correlator), which has
two outputs that correspond to the simultaneous correlation of
the input signal d[n] with the two complementary sequences
Si in the set. Due to the oversampling in the LS sequences,
the delay blocks Z−DN in the efficient correlator are scaled
by β = 10.

Using a 2-ESSC correlator instead of a standard straightfor-
ward implementation allows the global number of operations
to be reduced. In this general scheme, the correlation of the
input signal with the M sequences of the set requires M · L
multiplications and M · (L − 1) sums; however, the 2-ESSC
only requires M

2 · log2 L products and M · log2 L additions.
Note that M = 2 represents the number of Golay sequences,
L = MN represents the length of these sequences, and N = 7
is the size of the seed employed in the Golay pair generation
[19].

An LS codes correlator is implemented starting from the
efficient correlator for complementary sequences (see Fig. 6)
[19], which can be expressed as (3, 4). This is an adaptation
of the generic efficient correlator to LS sequences and has
been named the efficient LS-codes correlator (ELSC), since it
requires fewer operations than a direct correlator [19].

C[n] =

K/2−1∑
i=0

hk,iz
−(K

2 −i−1)·L0

[
z−(K

2 ·L0+W )CR,Sπi,0
[n] + CR,Sπi,1

[n]
]

(3)

Ck+K/2[n] =

K/2−1∑
i=0

hk,iz
−(K

2 −i−1)·L0

[
z−(K

2 ·L0+W )CR,Sπ∗
i
,0
[n] + CR,Sπ∗

i
,1
[n]
]

(4)

Where C[n], with 0 ≤ k ≤ K
2 , denotes the correlation

between the input signal d[n] and the LS code; hk,i ∈
{−1, 1} denotes the Hadamard matrix elements employed in
the generation of the Golay sequences; and CR,Sπi,0

(z) and
CR,Sπi,1

(z) denote the correlations between the signal d[n]
and the sequences S0 and S1 in the set, respectively. The
2-ESSC efficient correlators performs the latter correlations,
which decreases the total number of operations required in
the final LS coding correlation, as detailed in [19]. As before,
for clarity’s sake, this architecture is actually used to correlate
the three demodulated sequences, dsum[n], dlr[n] and dbt[n]
obtained from the efficient demodulators explained above.

B. Detection of the Maximum Correlation Values

The correlation signal of the sum Csum[n] is used for the
maximum detection since it has the largest amplitude of the
three. The signal’s absolute maximum, positive or negative,
is used to determine the maximum values in the other two
correlation signals at the same time instant. The highest value
of the sum Vsum allows to normalize the maximum values
from Vlr and Vbt, according to (5).

P̂x =
Vlr

Vsum

P̂y =
Vbt

Vsum

(5)

C. Central Impact Points Estimation

The central point of incidence (xr, yr) of the light beam
from the IR emitter on the QADA receiver may be computed
by using P̂x and P̂y ratios. Notice that the following additional
intrinsic parameters to a pin-hole system affect the calculation
of the light’s center of incidence [18]: the optical center (xc,
yc) is the center of the square aperture; the height hap at
which the aperture is located (equivalent to the focal length);
the aperture misalignment δ is defined as the rotation of the
aperture about the photoreceptor axis; and the side of the
square aperture l. With the optical center (xc, yc) and the focal
length correction hap, the central point of incidence

[ xr,λ,c
yr,λ,c

]
can be set, according to (6), where λ is the ratio between
the expected focal length hap and the actual focal length h′

ap:

λ = (
h′
ap

hap
). [

xr

yr

]
=

−l

2
· λ ·

[
Px

Py

]
·
[
xc

yc

]
(6)
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D. IR-Emitter Position Estimation

The last part of the proposed algorithm involves calculating
the IR emitter’s final position. The image points (xr,i, yr,i), the
position (xt,i, yt,i, zt,i) of the photoreceptors i, the aperture
height hap (focal length) of the QADAs, and a previous esti-
mate (or initialization) of the transmitter position are all used
in the positioning algorithm. With these data, the positioning
method applies a least-squares estimator (LSE) to obtain the
IR emitter’s location (x, y), so (x, y) = (AT ·A)

−1 ·AT · b,
according to (7).

A =


−yr,1 xr,1

−yr,2 xr,2

−yr,3 xr,3

−yr,4 xr,4

 b =


yt,1 · xr,1 − xt,1 · yr,1
yt,2 · xr,2 − xt,2 · yr,2
yt,3 · xr,3 − xt,3 · yr,3
yt,4 · xr,4 − xt,4 · yr,4

 (7)

Where (xt,i, yt,i, zt,i) are the positions of the photoreceptors
i. Following the estimation of the emitter’s coordinates (x,
y), the coordinate z is calculated by using trigonometric
considerations, which include the distances di between the
estimated transmitter position and the projection of each

QADA photoreceptor on the plane where the transmitter is
positioned [18], as detailed in (8).

z = zt,i − hap ·

(
1 +

√
(x− xt,i)2 + (y − yt,i)2

x2
r,i + y2r,i

)
(8)

III. EVALUATION OF THE FIXED-POINT REPRESENTATION
ON THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Considering the aforementioned processing, and in order
to take advantage of the versatility of SoCs [17] [24], the
proposed algorithm is divided into two groups: the Corre-
lator/Demodulator, the Peak Detector, and the Impact Point
blocks are implemented in hardware (PL, Programmable
Logic), and the Positioning block is implemented in software
(PS, Processing System). The hardware elements should be
defined in a fixed-point representation, which can affect the
final performance of the proposal. The purpose is to avoid or
reduce quantization errors as much as possible, with a trade-
off with the resource consumption.

The signal r[n] acquired by an ADC (Analog Digital
Converter) is initially assumed to have 12 bits (Q12.0,
considering all of them as integers); it is demodulated with a
square modulation symbol of +1 and −1 (Q2.0), with only
additions and subtractions, resulting in a final quantization
Q16.0, as shown in Fig. 7.

The demodulated signals d[n] are sent into the correlation
block, which is divided into two phases, as detailed in Section
II-A. Since there is a one-bit increase for each level of the
correlation architecture depicted in Fig. 5, the quantization
increases to 23 bits (Q23.0) at the output of the efficient
correlator for complementary sets (ESSC). Furthermore,
as it is essential to collect the eight partial correlation
signals computed by the two ESSCs, the final output of the
complete efficient correlator for LS codes includes three bits
more, resulting in a total quantization for each of the three
correlation signals C[n] of 26 bits (Q26.0).

As shown in Fig. 7, there is no change in the quantization
in the maximum detection block. Only a comparison process
is performed here to determine the maximum values of the
correlation signals C[n]. The selected representation changes
in the next stage of the proposed processing, as shown in
Fig. 7, because the maximum correlation values, Vsum, Vlr

and Vbt, previously determined, are normalized by the sum
Vsum; this division results in fractional bits for the ratios Px

and Py , with Q2.16. Due to the multiplications carried out in
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the impact point calculation step, the quantization in the output
signals (xr, yr) will rise two bits in the integer part and one bit
in the fractional one, resulting in a final representation Q4.17.
The input data for the positioning step comprises these impact
points.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The results presented hereinafter were obtained using a
2× 2 m2 simulated environment with a height of 3.4 m. The
simulation is run with four QADA-type receivers, and one
transmitter LED. As depicted in Fig. 1, the four receivers
describe a parallelogram with a gap of 5 cm between
them and their axes remain misaligned; this discards any
geometric singularity that may impact the final position. The
simulations are carried out with SNR=10 dB, obatined by
adding a Gaussian noise in the electrical signals received
by the QADA. Furthermore, the channel attenuation model
is applied [10]. One thousand six hundred eighty-one test
points were evaluated in simulations, with 20 realizations per
each. These points are distributed along one of the QADA
array’s four quadrants, due the distribution’s geometrical
symmetry (in the rest of the quadrants, the behavior is similar).

Figure 8 shows these realizations for points considered
in a horizontal projection; these results were obtained using
the fixed-point representation described above. Note that
points under the vertical of the QADA array have lower
dispersion in the X and Y -axes in the position estimation
than points further away. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the
Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP), Horizontal Dilution
of Precision (HDOP), and Verical Dilution of Precision
(VDOP) of the estimated results, respectively. Those are
obtained by calculating the square root of the squares
of the standard deviations of the estimates of the results
obtained, as detailed in (9); where σ2

x, σ2
y , and σ2

z represent
the square of the standard deviation for the x, y, and z
coordinates, respectively, and σ0 is the standard deviation
of the adding noise (mean x̄ = 1, standard deviation σ =
0.0001). The results indicate that there are no locations
with singularities and that, as predicted, estimates get more
accurate as you get closer to the center of the coverage region.

Figure 8 represents the dispersion variation in the X and
Y axes for all the simulated points. It can be observed that
the estimates closer to the center of the QADA array have
a lower dispersion than those located farther away. Only
one quadrant is shown since, by symmetry, the other three
have the same distribution. The dispersion on the Z-axis
is more remarkable because it accumulates the inaccuracies

resulting from the (x,y) coordinates calculation. Table I shows
the mean absolute errors and standard deviations for all the
evaluated points. Finally, Fig. 12 shows the absolute errors in
position estimation for each axis as a global CDF (Cumulative
Distribution Function).

PDOP =

√
σ2
x + σ2

y + σ2
z

σ0

HDOP =

√
σ2
x + σ2

y

σ0

V DOP =

√
σ2
z

σ0

(9)

Fig. 8. Position estimates for all the points considered in simulation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An indoor 3D infrared location system based on four-
quadrant photoreceptors and a transmitting LED has been de-
scribed in this work. The proposal details the hardware archi-
tecture of the QADA detector’s processing and the fixed-point
representation coming from a FPGA-based implementation on
the estimation of the LED emitter’s position. Simulations in a
scenario with a dimension of 2× 2 m2 and a height of 3.4 m
have been performed to verify the study, with mean absolute
positioning errors of 0.0039 m, 0.0040 m, and 0.0131 m in the
coordinates x, y, and z, respectively. Similarly, the standard
deviations are 0.0034 m, 0.0035 m, and 0.0111 m.

rsum[n]
rlr[n]
rbt[n]

dsum[n]
dlr[n]
dbt[n]

Q12.0 Q16.0

ADC
Peak

Detector

Max.

Detector

Correlation

Stage Csum[n]

Clr[n]
Cbt[n]

VsumVsum
Vlr

Vbt

Q26.0

Q26.0

Q26.0 Q26.0
Impact

Points

Q2.16

Px

Py

Q4.16

Xr

Yr

Ratio PxP y
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Fig. 7. Fixed-point representation selected for the demodulation/correlation stage.
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